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Computational Core (CC)
Major aims of the computational core:
1) Use (and enhance) our novel software tool, Binner, to annotate
features and reduce degeneracy of untargeted metabolomics data,
as a component of compound ID efforts
2) Implement a multi-modal, probabilistic tandem mass spectral search
strategy to aid in identifying small-molecule metabolites
3) Apply these tools, along with local and external libraries including
empirical and in-silico spectra, as part of a comprehensive
compound ID workflow

CC aim 1: Data Reduction - Binner
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• Binner is a free, standalone Java application
• It serves to annotate and reduce feature
redundancy in untargeted LC-MS metabolomics
data
• Input is generic “processed” LC-MS untargeted
metabolomics data, e.g.,
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Data pre-processing

Binning:
Bin features by reten5on 5me;
Compute Pearson’s or Spearman correla5on
of intensity values within each bin
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Isotope Detec5on

• Output is a multi-tab worksheet with:

Clustering

Compu5ng mass diﬀerences
Annota&on File
Annota5on

Output: annotated
mul5ple tab Excel ﬁle

Feature names (or assigned tracking number)
Detected m/z value of feature
Observed retention time of feature
Metabolite abundance in multiple samples

•
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Feature annotations (isotope, adduct, fragment, etc.)
Automatically “reduced” data
Visualized feature correlation data
Histogram for discovery of frequent mass differences

• Allows deep feature annotation and automated or
manual data reduction, essential for compound ID
Manuscript submitted, A. Karnovsky, M. Kachman et al.

Binner: Data Output and Examples

Data output includes annotations and visualized inter-feature correlations

Facilitates determination of complex,
“high-dimensional” adducts
Histogram of frequent mass differences allows detection of unpredicted but
recurrent adducts and fragments

Manuscript submitted, A. Karnovsky,
M. Kachman et al.

Computational core – software development
• Binner is routinely being used for annotation of untargeted
metabolomics data (existing and novel) prior to compound ID efforts
• Developing an interface for more
interactive data analysis, including
handling of raw LC-MS data files
• Interactive visualization through BatMass
• BatMass also has application in QC

• Incorporating Binner into a more
automated compound ID workflow,
including connection with MS/MS data

CC aims 2 & 3 : Refinement and application of novel
MS/MS search approaches
• We will investigate a multi-modal,
probabilistic MS/MS search strategy
• Systematically assess output from
“identity” search of empirical spectra,
“hybrid” search of empirical spectra, and
search of in-silico spectra using both
known features and high-priority unknown
compounds
• Develop posterior probability model to
appropriately weight search results
• Validate model on multiple LC-MS data
sets

• Strategy will be applied to compound
ID workflow

Experimental Core (EC)
Major Aims of the Experimental Core:
1) Identify recurrent unknown features in untargeted metabolomics
data using a systematic, prioritized workflow
2) Develop and implement novel and cutting-edge analytical
techniques for compound identification
3) Generate and/or contribute to a high-quality metabolite library
containing a range of empirical details to aid in compound ID

Experimental core aim 1: compound ID workflow
• First step: developing a database to track unknown features, ranked
by priority for compound identification efforts
Input from
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Internal archival metabolomics data
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UNKNOWN FEATURES
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LIMS

Unknown metabolite
database

• Contains all relevant feature data and
metadata
• Prioritized in order for follow-up
• Tracks progress of compound ID efforts
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EC aim 2: Develop and implement novel and cuttingedge analytical strategies to aid in compound ID
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EC aim 3: Generate a high-quality, accessible
“unknown/known” metabolite database
• How will we make sure our efforts help achieve compound ID success
for the long-term?
• Maintain an easily searchable database of all relevant feature information
• Develop a useable retention index as a component of this database
• Don’t ignore biology as a context for compound identification
• Include sample type in which feature was observed
• Include a metric of relative abundance

• Include annotations of commonly-observed adducts and fragments (don’t
make others reinvent the wheel!)
• Integrate CIDC output with established databases and make suggestions for
improvement or collaboration when possible

• This calls for collaboration!
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